
  Name:  _______________

Fact and Opinion: Switch It Up!

A fact is something that is true and can be proven. It does not change, no matter who
says it. Opinion is something that someone thinks or feels. It may change from person
to person.  Read each statement below. Decide if it is a fact or opinion and write your
decision in the blank. 

Then switch it up! If the statement is an opinion, write a fact about the topic in the
space provided. If it is a fact, write an opinion about the topic.

Example:

Ursula is very pretty.                           

Adam thinks Ursula is pretty                                                                          opinion

1.  Abraham Lincoln was president during the U.S. Civil War    
     ___________________________________________________

2. Going to the doctor is scary.
       ___________________________________________________

3. Beethoven was the greatest composer.
       ___________________________________________________

4. Water is made of hydrogen and oxygen.
       ___________________________________________________

5. Pizza with black olives is delicious.
      ___________________________________________________

6. Elephants are the largest land mammals.
      ___________________________________________________

7. Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun.
         ___________________________________________________

8. The best vacation is going camping.
       ___________________________________________________



Answers  key

Actual answer may vary.

Student’s switch statements will vary. Example of correct answers:
                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                     
1. Abraham Lincoln was president during the U.S. Civil War.
    Abraham Lincoln was a great president.         fact

2. Going to the doctor is scary.
    A doctor has many years of education.                     opinion

3. Beethoven was the greatest composer.
    Beethoven wrote many symphonies.            opinion

4. Water is made of hydrogen and oxygen.
     I like to drink water.         fact

5. Pizza with black olives is delicious.
    Many people order pizza to be delivered.          opinion

6. Elephants are the largest land mammals.
    Elephants are funny.                                     fact

7. Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun.
    Mercury is the most interesting planet.       fact

8. The best vacation is going camping.
    Camping is one type of vacation.                     opinion


